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The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging
where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store,
unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging,
such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. Attractive
packaging. Very nice display piece for a racers man cave. Working lights and sound make the
kids happy. Pretty durable. The little pieces may get lost in time and the wheels and tires could
be a little more realistic, but for the price, they are okay. Verified purchase: Yes Condition:
Pre-owned. Previous purchases from Maisto are much better. Very disappointed. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: New. The car is very nice, Not high quality model but a good quality, I
wish I could get a Convertible but I will likely have to wait a year or two for them to come out
This car is made up very well and is very detail oriented. My nephew has put this car through
it's paces and it's holding up very well. I love the authentic look of this car. I highly recommend
this car. I bought it for my nephew, he loves cars and one of his favorites. BTW he's 11 yrs old.
He collects a lot of die-cast cars scale. The overall bang for buck is great but like any other
Maisto wheelsren't always straight, plastic mirrors,. Skip to main content. About this product.
Make an offer:. Stock photo. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused,
unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Buy It Now.
Add to cart. Make Offer. Opening Trunk, Hood and Doors. Last Two Available. If you received an
order that is defective proof is required. See all brand new listings. About this product Product
Identifiers Brand. Show More Show Less. Any Condition Any Condition. See all - All listings for
this product. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all reviews. If your
info racing collectables, this is a good addition. Not as good as older models. Maisto Diecast
The car is very nice, Not high quality model but a good quality, I wish I could get a Convertible
but I will likely have to wait a year or two for them to come out Excellent looking police car This
car is made up very well and is very detail oriented. Great gift for christmas I bought it for my
nephew, he loves cars and one of his favorites. The overall bang for buck is great but like any
other Maisto wheelsren't always straight, plastic mirrors, Verified purchase: Yes Condition:
New. Best Selling in Contemporary Manufacture See all. Save on Contemporary Manufacture
Trending price is based on prices over last 90 days. You may also like. Maisto Die-cast Vehicle
Action Figures. Maisto Scale Diecast Police Vehicles. Maisto Scale Diecast Farm Vehicles.
Available now. Developed in partnership with Corvette, this exclusive model really captures the
essence of the iconic supercar and comes with an authentic orange and black color scheme,
black spoked rims with low-profile tires, large rear wing and 4 tailpipes. This Chevrolet Corvette
ZR1 replica also features working steering and a visible detailed V8 engine with moving pistons.
Rebuild this awesome 2-in1 model to create a realistic Hot Rod replica. Previous Slide Next
Slide. Explore in 3D. Decrease Quantity. Limit 3. Add to Wishlist. Check Store Stock. A fun and
easy tool that helps you build! Learn more. Exclusive Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 replica model with
a wealth of realistic features, including a large rear wing, 4 tailpipes, black spoked rims with
low-profile tires, working steering and a detailed V8 engine with moving pistons. This collectible
toy car comes with an authentic orange and black color scheme plus a cool sticker sheet for
additional detailing. Operate the working steering and maneuver the vehicle to activate the
visible V8 pistons. Deliveries and Returns. Express shipping available at checkout. Custom
parts orders are sent separately from merchandise and take additional time to process and
deliver. Unopened merchandise may be returned for a full refund within 90 days of receipt of
your order. Some exclusions apply. Visit our Deliveries and Returns page for more information.
Customer Reviews. Overall Rating Average rating4. Rating 5 stars. Overall Experience Play
Experience Average rating4. Level of Difficulty Average rating3out of 5 stars. Value for Money
Average rating4. Write a Review. Please note that by submitting a helpfulness vote on a review
your IP address is collected and stored by our trusted third party service provider for the sole
purpose of preventing multiple entries from the same IP address. To see how to control your
personal data, please see our Privacy policy. May 27th, Average rating5out of 5 stars. TomS 65
or older. Purchased for: Self. I am relatively new to the Lego family although my older son has
been building sets for years and was a big influence on me to start building In my youth, I would
spend hours upon hours of building, painting, etc. I recently built the VW Bug 1, pieces - 9 hour
build and the Technic Porsche RSR 1, Pieces â€” 21 hours build and I needed something to get
me through the time being spent at home stay-at-home orders NY and waiting for my back
orders from Lego to be filled I liked the idea that it was a kit that you could build 2 different
models It was an approximately a 4. I built the hot rod first and then broke it down and then built
the ZR I actually liked the on-line instructions - built both models from them The build difficulty
was on a 3 level Needless to say, I am hooked and already on the "slippery slope" of Lego Play
Experience Average rating4out of 5 stars. Value for Money Average rating5out of 5 stars. Build
Time: 4 hrs 30 mins. Was this helpful? December 13th, Average rating4out of 5 stars. Nice

Technic Corvette ZR1. MikeSIGuy1 True, there are big differences in the Bugatti such as the
doors and hood don't open in the ZR1, the steering is done from the back instead of the steering
wheel, and the Bugatti is a way more complicated build from what I can see; However I believe
building the ZR1 gave me more of an insight into some of the complexities of the Technic sets,
and more importantly completing the ZR1 boosted my confidence and helped me decide to
eventually purchase the Bugatti. Also, with this model you do get some rare pieces that I'm sure
people who build their own creations would appreciate. Overall this was an enjoyable
experience, and I would recommend. Value for Money Average rating4out of 5 stars. Build Time:
4 hrs. January 1st, Rebuild Value! Mechanic For reference this is my first technic build in years
but I had to purchase this as soon as I saw my favorite corvette built after stingray. When I saw
the rear differential on page 1 I was immediately excited to see what internals this build had in
store. The overall design of this set is wonderful with the detail in the motor really shining
through. The pistons on this model actually fire and are truly unique to this set as far as I know.
They are connected to the rear wheels which is a nice touch considering the zr1 is a rear wheel
drive vehicle. I am also very impressed with the turning system. It adds a layer of playability
aven for older builders. This set isn't visually perfect but it is always difficult to create curves on
a small scale model like this one. The interior of this model is lacking slightly with only 2 racing
seats and a steering wheel but I buy technic sets mainly for the mechanical attributes
regardless. I also wish that the doors opened but again it is a smaller model and space is at a
premium. It comes with 7 extra parts that are all small and easy to lose track of so they were
well chosen and appreciated. The most unique part is the rebuild value of this 2in1 set. It can
also be made into a hot rod using online instructions. These instructions are, however, not yet
available in the website so I cannot yet build it. Hopefully this is fixed in the future as I am
looking forward to disassembling and rebuilding this set. Overall this was one of my favorite
builds in memory and I highly recommend it. I hope Lego makes more 2in1 sets like this in the
future. Play Experience Average rating5out of 5 stars. Build Time: 5 hrs. August 23rd, My First
Technic. Valerian70 The other half has been saying I need to try the Technic's kits but I have
been resisting as all those tiny little gears and cogs were putting me off. Why did I let that put
me off? This was a really fun build although the fact that it comes with a plethora of bags okay i
think it was 4 that are not numbered so you need to open them all before you start the build. My
table was covered in pieces because I have to lay everything out in colour and piece order. Yes,
it makes building easier for me but it also looks kind of pretty on the table. No joke, half an hour
of the build time was just me sorting pieces before I even opened the booklet. I'm not sure how
close the finished product is to a genuine Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 but it looks great on my shelf
which could just be due to the colour as the orange is really bright. I was going to break it down
and download the Hot Rod instructions but I didn't have the heart once it was finished. May buy
a second version of the kit just to do the Hot Rod but we shall see. Level of Difficulty Average
rating4out of 5 stars. Build Time: 3 hrs 10 mins. Learn more. Available now. Developed in
partnership with Corvette, this exclusive model really captures the essence of the iconic
supercar and comes with an authentic orange and black color scheme, black spoked rims with
low-profile tires, large rear wing and 4 tailpipes. This Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 replica also
features working steering and a visible detailed V8 engine with moving pistons. Rebuild this
awesome 2-in1 model to create a realistic Hot Rod replica. Previous Slide Next Slide. Explore in
3D. Choking Hazard. Small parts. Decrease Quantity. Limit 5. Add to Wish list. Check Store
Stock. A fun and easy tool that helps you build! Exclusive Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 replica model
with a wealth of realistic features, including a large rear wing, 4 tailpipes, black spoked rims
with low-profile tires, working steering and a detailed V8 engine with moving pistons. This
collectible toy car comes with an authentic orange and black color scheme plus a cool sticker
sheet for additional detailing. Operate the working steering and maneuver the vehicle to activate
the visible V8 pistons. Deliveries and Returns. Express delivery available at checkout. Custom
parts orders are sent separately from merchandise and take additional time to process and
deliver. Unopened merchandise may be returned for a full refund within 90 days of receipt of
your order. Some exclusions apply. Visit our Deliveries and Returns page for more information.
Customer Reviews. Overall Rating Average rating4. Rating 5 stars. Overall Experience Play
Experience Average rating4. Level of Difficulty Average rating3out of 5 stars. Value for Money
Average rating4. Write a Review. Please note that by submitting a helpfulness vote on a review
your IP address is collected and stored by our trusted third party service provider for the sole
purpose of preventing multiple entries from the same IP address. To see how to control your
personal data, please see our Privacy policy. May 27th, Average rating5out of 5 stars. TomS 65
or older. Purchased for: Self. I am relatively new to the Lego family although my older son has
been building sets for years and was a big influence on me to start building In my youth, I would
spend hours upon hours of building, painting, etc. I recently built the VW Bug 1, pieces - 9 hour

build and the Technic Porsche RSR 1, Pieces â€” 21 hours build and I needed something to get
me through the time being spent at home stay-at-home orders NY and waiting for my back
orders from Lego to be filled I liked the idea that it was a kit that you could build 2 different
models It was an approximately a 4. I built the hot rod first and then broke it down and then built
the ZR I actually liked the on-line instructions - built both models from them The build difficulty
was on a 3 level Needless to say, I am hooked and already on the "slippery slope" of Lego Play
Experience Average rating4out of 5 stars. Value for Money Average rating5out of 5 stars. Build
Time: 4 hrs 30 mins. Was this helpful? December 13th, Average rating4out of 5 stars. Nice
Technic Corvette ZR1. MikeSIGuy1 True, there are big differences in the Bugatti such as the
doors and hood don't open in the ZR1, the steering is done from the back instead of the steering
wheel, and the Bugatti is a way more complicated build from what I can see; However I believe
building the ZR1 gave me more of an insight into some of the complexities of the Technic sets,
and more importantly completing the ZR1 boosted my confidence and helped me decide to
eventually purchase the Bugatti. Also, with this model you do get some rare pieces that I'm sure
people who build their own creations would appreciate. Overall this was an enjoyable
experience, and I would recommend. Value for Money Average rating4out of 5 stars. Build Time:
4 hrs. January 1st, Rebuild Value! Mechanic For reference this is my first technic build in years
but I had to purchase this as soon as I saw my favorite corvette built after stingray. When I saw
the rear differential on page 1 I was immediately excited to see what internals this build had in
store. The overall design of this set is wonderful with the detail in the motor really shining
through. The pistons on this model actually fire and are truly unique to this set as far as I know.
They are connected to the rear wheels which is a nice touch considering the zr1 is a rear wheel
drive vehicle. I am also very impressed with the turning system. It adds a layer of playability
aven for older builders. This set isn't visually perfect but it is always difficult to create curves on
a small scale model like this one. The interior of this model is lacking slightly with only 2 racing
seats and a steering wheel but I buy technic sets mainly for the mechanical attributes
regardless. I also wish that the doors opened but again it is a smaller model and space is at a
premium. It comes with 7 extra parts that are all small and easy to lose track of so they were
well chosen and appreciated. The most unique part is the rebuild value of this 2in1 set. It can
also be made into a hot rod using online instructions. These instructions are, however, not yet
available in the website so I cannot yet build it. Hopefully this is fixed in the future as I am
looking forward to disassembling and rebuilding this set. Overall this was one of my favorite
builds in memory and I highly recommend it. I hope Lego makes more 2in1 sets like this in the
future. Play Experience Average rating5out of 5 stars. Build Time: 5 hrs. August 23rd, My First
Technic. Valerian70 The other half has been saying I need to try the Technic's kits but I have
been resisting as all those
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tiny little gears and cogs were putting me off. Why did I let that put me off? This was a really
fun build although the fact that it comes with a plethora of bags okay i think it was 4 that are not
numbered so you need to open them all before you start the build. My table was covered in
pieces because I have to lay everything out in colour and piece order. Yes, it makes building
easier for me but it also looks kind of pretty on the table. No joke, half an hour of the build time
was just me sorting pieces before I even opened the booklet. I'm not sure how close the
finished product is to a genuine Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 but it looks great on my shelf which
could just be due to the colour as the orange is really bright. I was going to break it down and
download the Hot Rod instructions but I didn't have the heart once it was finished. May buy a
second version of the kit just to do the Hot Rod but we shall see. Level of Difficulty Average
rating4out of 5 stars. Build Time: 3 hrs 10 mins.

